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- offshore the 19th north sea offshore crane and lifting - during three days the 23rd international offshore crane lifting conference has covered a wide range of new topics in offshore cranes and lifting technology subsea, offshore energy outlook - offshore energy outlook the future of offshore energy energy produced offshore is a major component of global oil and natural gas supply and could provide an, designing for offshore construction kasten marine - please see our available boat plans web page estimating boatbuilding costs is there a cost benefit to building offshore originally titled us yacht designs for, 5 reasons for expats to start an offshore company return - many offshore companies allow you to invest in assets like real estate that us companies don t allow for in this way you maintain maximum control over your, minute s silence for piper alpha s 167 victims bbc news - a minute s silence has been held in aberdeen in memory of the 167 men who lost their lives in the piper alpha disaster 30 years ago the name of each, blowout well drilling wikipedia - after the macondo 1 blowout on the deepwater horizon the offshore industry collaborated with government regulators to develop a framework to respond to future subsea, news ladol lagos deep offshore logistics base - ladol managing director dr amy jadesimi with archbishop desmond tutu while receiving the fellowship for young african leaders the 2012 archbishop desmond, good lightweight safety boot avforums - i am after some new safety boots for work but i need them to be nice and lightweight as i do alot of walking around construction sites i have some, keen footwear s newport h2 sandal works great on sailboat - colin european correspondent here at aac is a deeply experienced offshore sailor who holds a yachtmaster licence and a gifted photographer and talented writer who, drones make flying a lottery in new zealand says air - an air safety expert says new zealand s stance on drones means flying is increasingly a lottery and with increasing odds of aircraft crash air line pilots, list of abbreviations in oil and gas exploration and - the oil and gas industry uses many acronyms and abbreviations this list is meant for indicative purposes only and should not be relied upon for anything but general, blowout the deepwater horizon disaster cbs news - blowout the deepwater horizon disaster a survivor recalls his harrowing escape plus a former bp insider warns of another potential disaster.
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